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LOGAN CARTER REMEMBERED

Starting as Florida Teen, He Danced Across International Stages

Though many gathered to see this impersonation of Monroe, they
often sat awestruck while Logan performed to his watchword theme,
What Makes a Man a Man? changing with perfect timing, his gender;

Logan stripping female garb, becoming momentarily naked, then turning
finally into a stunning man. The song's haunting melody, written by

Charles Aznavour, raises unsettling questions that macho males seldom ask, and poignantly describes
the daily life of an impersonator.

by Jack Nichols

"He's the south's number one gay performer," said Jerry Fitzpatrick, a
New York City live entertainment columnist of the Seventies, "but I
like him because he's a sharing kind of guy, and he's down to earth.
He's as beautiful a man as he is exquisite when dressed as the strong
feminine stage personae he's created. That's very rare. Most
impersonators are more attractive in drag. But offstage Logan doesn't
relate as a woman. He's an actor with a powerful masculine identity.
When he impersonates Marilyn Monroe, however, he's the best in the
business."

In 1974 Robert Logan Carter walked, aged 19, onto center stage in Florida's major nightclubs. Billed
as "Roxanne Russell, The Last Goddess," he easily won that year's Miss Florida (Female
Impersonator's) title, and carved thereafter an unforgettable legend, not only in the annals of his
stated profession--female impersonation--but in the adoring hearts of thousands.

Filmmaker Derek Calderwood, at New York University, created Gender which captured Logan's
artful rendering of What Makes a Man a Man? showing his mastery of presence, how, with mind-
bogling ease, he used expert male and female mannerisms. The film became a tool sparking
classroom debates about sex-role conditioning.

Jack & Logan

Evolving from the carnival night life of the south's gay subculture,
Logan was born in Daytona, but grew up in Tampa. When he was only
three months old, his mother committed suicide and he lived at first
with his great grandmother, an elderly widow who was loving,
eccentric, and permissive. Upon her death, his hardworking
grandmother adopted him as her own, easily earning his confidence so
that he called her "mother." At age 11, he jokingly told an interviewer,
he saw "a Goddess" (Monroe) on TV. "I was electrified," he explained,
"and it showed in my schoolwork. The nasty school teacher, Imean the
nasty school-marm, sent unforgivable notes home to my parents saying,
'This child won't study his history. This child won't study his arithmetic.
This child is in love with Marilyn Monroe.' " But the sexuaIly-
precocious Logan had an unsettling answer to these charges. Iwasn't
meant to study arithmetic, and Iwasn't meant to study history. Iwas
meant to be a blonde!"
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At age 13 he ran away from home, driving across the nation with another teen and settling in
Hollywood where he attended, for a month, the same high school where Marilyn Monroe had gone.
Then, he laughed, "one night she (Monroe) came to me in a dream. She said, 'Little boy, would you
like to be a star like me?' And I answered, 'Yes, Monroe, desperately.' The goddess from his dream
told him to bleach his hair platinum, to wear the highest pair of springalators he could find, and to
'tip' around Hollywood Boulevard three times each night. "I bleached my hair, wore springalators,
and tipped around Hollywood Boulevard. Men were looking, cars were stopping, and I knew I was a
goddess at last!"

As a result, this thirteen year-old discovered prostitution. His johns, mostly straight, asked him into
their cars. "I'm a man," he'd tell them, but these slaves to illusion would insist it didn't matter. They
swooned over feminine artifacts and mannerisms that looked, walked, and smiled like Marilyn
Monroe. Knowing the secrets of movement caused by gender prescriptions, Logan became the
master-mistress of illusion.

Leaving Hollywood but planning a return in triumph, Logan came back to
Florida where--in gay bars=drag was always much encouraged. A Tampa
nightclub owner, Rene Rodriguez, discovered him performing at The
Horny Bull, where teens sought stardom. "IfI get you a new hat and some

new clothes," he told Logan, "you may dance upon the stage in my nightclub. Perhaps I can make
you a star."

He met a Burbank man who asked him to role-playas his "wife." Too
young to go to the bars, he accepted this man's proposal. "It was so sick,"
he related laughing, "I fixed TV dinners for him every night and put them
on a card table in front of him under two large posters of Diana Ross.
Fridays we went to a Hollywood after-hours eatery, me in full drag. Gay
kids sat all around us. But soon I got tired of this weird 'married' life. I
couldn't go anywhere or do anything by myself. He wanted to be THE
HUSBAND and I was to be THE WIFE. I was supposed to cook and
obey. That awful man wanted to own my soul."

"It was just what I'd always wanted," Logan said, "to dance upon the stage and be among the stars. I
thought that ifI could only get my picture into Florida's gay guide, I'd have reached the heights. But
there's never the heights. There's always tomorrow. Remember that."

Logan Carter's two foremost male lovers--I was one-- had, of
necessity, to be free from the making of gender-role judgments, able to
see him as a person, not as a "star" nor as a cosmetic "woman." Drag
was his job, not his reality. When he took off his feminine costumes he
appeared to them as one of the most beautiful of men. Not fooled by
machomania, as when men doggedly project images their culture
demands, he saw easily into the anxieties caused by these demands and
had little patience with people, straight or gay, who worried loudly
about effeminacy. He was from the future, some thought, a time when
such concerns will have long before evaporated.

The southern drag stars in Logan's circle were masters in their field,
shock troops, perhaps, of a much-needed male-role revolution. Logan,

Logan & Jack androgynous, energetic, determined, talented, handsome and beautiful,
was clearly one of their best loved models, a gentle leader respected

and listened to at every turn. "A man in a dress," says an old drag epigram, "learns more in a day than
a man in a business suit learns in a lifetime." Logan, ever eager to see others succeed, shared with
them all he knew about theater.

His dressing room was continuously packed with fawning admirers. Logan treated most with kindly
regard, greeting fans he knew with a hug, or putting up with the intense curiosity of strangers while
he applied his make-up. As Roxanne Russell, whom he'd carried in his make-up bag since his early
teens, he became beauty's unpredictable essence, moving hypnotically like a feminine tornado,
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dancing across tables, ever Dietrich-like because of his cabaret presence, immobilizing onlookers,
grabbing the hands of shy bystanders and dancing them across the floor into unexpected notoriety.
One observer came to understand his matter-of-fact tone as he discussed audiences with his co-
workers. "Do it," he'd say, suggesting a song, "They'll worship!" It was, undoubtedly, personal
experience that spoke. Roaring with thunderous applause, Logan's fans beat the walls, whistling and
shouting loud choruses of bravos.

In Manhattan, photographers regularly stopped him on sight, asking
that he pose. Such invitations led to a host of modeling and theatrical
gigs. He was discovered by Lynn Davis, a foremost photographer
who took arty androgynous pictures of him, publishing one in a book
that included President Reagan. A shot from that series appeared in
The New York Times, whose editors mistakenly labeled Logan a
hermaphrodite. Major European fashion magazines, including

Harper's Bazaar in Rome and Mode International in Paris, ran avant garde spreads of him in both
male and female garb. In male clothing he posed for Ian's, New York's (Greenwich Village's) first
punk-rock clothing store.

At age twenty-one Robert Logan Carter decided he'd no longer be
called "Bobby." Planning his future on stage and screen, he shied
from using "Bob" because, as he worried, "it sounded too crewcut-
businessman." His middle name, Logan, I advised, had potential. On
southern stages he continued to be billed as Roxanne Russell, but
from Hollywood to Manhattan he became known as Logan Carter.

Logan spoke modestly of his later accomplishments, but there were many who watched with genuine
satisfaction as a young Florida boy matured into a star. He appeared regularly at La Cage, a
Hollywood theater. His face graced the full cover of The Advocate, illustrating the concept of a gay
muse. He appeared briefly in a cult film, Repo Man, but enjoyed larger parts that included dialogue in
movies starring Venessa Redgrave (Second Serve) and Carrie Fisher (Hollywood Vice Squad.) Of this
second film, he boasted happily, "I made Norman Bates in 'Psycho' look like kiddie stuffl" He also
invaded TV sit-corns, entering during an episode ofE.R., as a beautiful impersonator, chased and
flirted with by a fooled physician, played by Eliot Gould. An MTV video, Sex as a Weapon, featured
him as a bombshell femme fatale, tantalizingly sprawled across a leopard skin.

As he was lowered into a Tampa grave, I returned in
imagination to Jewel Box '76, a nightly show at the

Fountainbleau's Superstar Theater in Miami Beach, where Logan, dressed as Marilyn, and his beloved
co-workers--including several Miss Florida (Impersonation) yearly winners--made graceful entrances.
A voice emanating from the Broadway musical, Follies, seemed once more to sing of him and of those
lovelies at his side: "Children, in their glory, diamonds and pearls."

The world of drag as Logan Carter knew it was a world in
which flowing gowns, jewels and beads, sequins, spot lights and
glamour were daily concerns. To some it may have seemed a
topsy-turvy scene. But Logan moved in and out of it with ease,
knowing that the drag world, like the world at large, is filled
with laughter and sadness, pathos and triumph. In his last
Florida appearance Logan used the occasion to denounce the
Reagan administration's handling of the AIDS crisis. Logan died
in Hollywood Community Hospital in June, 1988. AIDS. He
was thirty-three. His most passionate lovers were at hand and
the thousands who loved him from afar smiled through their
tears in appreciation for having seen him or known him.

This article is based (but not excerpted/rom) on Jack Nichols' memoirs-in-progress. Nichols,
Badpuppy's Gay'I'oday editor, is the author of Ihs. GavAgenda: Talking Back to The Fundamentalists.
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What Makes a Man a Man?

By Jack Nichols

Logan Carter: Tender versus
Tough in a legendary performer's
face

A Speech delivered to
Sociologists for

Women in Society at
the Annual Meeting of

the American
Sociological

Association-New York
Hilton, August 30,

1976 by Jack Nichols,
author of Men's

Liberation: A New
Definition of

Masculinity-(Penguin
Books, Inc., 1975,

1980)

In these few minutes I'd like to take you with me to a window.
Come and look through this window. Even if you don't see what
I see, I hope you'll go away with a clearer vision of what we
who are men's liberationists are seeing.

And if you do see what I'm seeing, I hope you'll go away and
make plans to contribute to men's liberation in your own way.
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Logan Carter was a master/mistress of the secrets of male
and female posturing.

My first words are those I'd particularly hope you'll remember.
Let me say them with a special emphasis:

I am persuaded that being masculine in the conventional
way is pushed by society on its sons with greater urgency
and with wider effects than religious beliefs. Therefore, I
am also persuaded that the vague masculinist codes as
taught are reigning methods for transmitting prescribed
social values. If the social system can no longer wholly
count on religious beliefs to transmit values, it can still
count on a handing down from parents and institutions of
sex-role conditioning. This conditioning is more insidious,
more limiting, more anxiety provoking than is any other
kind I know about.

In times past we've all heard authoritarians explain that political
or religious training must be instilled in children before age 7.
Those who train young boys-who condition their sex role-affect
the minds of these children long before they reach the age of 7.
Several recent studies show that boys know what is expected
of them (what is suitably masculine) in kindergarten.

Their training comes early. We know this now. And yet we have
not yet examined how this training feeds the economic and
political machinery of our social system. When we do start such
an examination, we'll have a clearer view of the implications of
masculinity training. It goes beyond personal and interpersonal
effects to the very core of our militarylindustrial political
combine. An example: When a man is unemployed, his role
training has traditionally caused him to experience this as a
personal failure as a man rather than as a disruption in the
economic system. His masculinity is threatened, not his
politics.

How is role training
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Two faces, one man: Logan Carter

accomplished? What
do role trainers do?

They mostly use
prohibitions-they
teach negatively"

Don't act like that
Don't sit like this"

Don't be interested in
such things" The

trainers use a
scarecrow, a much

more unsettling and
immediate scarecrow

than the flames of
hell, the worst

scarecrow known to a
boy" It is the

possibility that he
may turn out to be a

sissy" Sissy is the
word"

I should like to present a fact which can be acted upon by
feminist activists and educators" Feminine influences are
known by most young boys through their most formative years"
Mothers, female teachers, grandmothers, they conspire to tell
him that he must be all boy, becoming all man. They get
backup from various institutions and from Dad, who delivers
occasional pep talks about the macho pose" Usually dads have
disappeared from the home scene, though, to fill their own
male roles as providers/breadwinners" Therefore, they aren't
around much to be male role models"

Masculinist etiquette therefore is triggered by mothers in pre-
school years, exemplified by distant fathers, praised by various
institutions, including media, and enforced by peers"

It seems that the
training route is
similar to that which
is used to instill
orthodox religious
beliefs, except that
masculinist codes
and responses are
more universal in this
culture"

Logan Carter: A fierce painted male
becomes Marilyn

While parents provoke anxieties over being a sissy, young
males get together and pool their visions" What do they see?
None may have a clear idea of what their much vaunted
masculinity is supposed to mean to them except that they must
be committed to it at all costs" Masculinity learned from peers is
mostly the blind leading the blind" The young boys rely on
parental taboos and prohibitions and vague anxieties
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associated with them and, as already said, they are machos in
kindergarten. At the same time, they are learning to repress all
of the feminine influences under which they have been reared.
Women to such boys seem like recognizable subservients. If
imitation is actually a si ncere form of flattery, then most men do
not admire women.

If a boy has openly absorbed traits, virtues or capabilities
associated with women he courts ridicule. So, whatever he
feels within that he associates with women, he denies. He
doesn't even question the wisdom of this denial. He and his
peers end by drawing an exaggerated and oversimplified
picture of what masculinity is about: an opposite of everything
womanly.

To hedge in the contradiction, negativity and anxiety this
oversimplification creates, he clings to it tenaciously, reacting
with hysterics to anything which challenges the authenticity of
what he hopes is a convincing exterior.

He adopts copied postures, mannerisms and responses to go
with the role. The macho puff enters with tough and threatening
stances, so-called rugged language, and controlled feelings.
The oversimplified roles demanded by this culture are allowing
role trainers to take human personalities and to cut them in
half.

Males get the
rationality, activity,
competitiveness,
aggressiveness and
dominance. Women are
given emotionality,
empathy,
cooperativness,
gentleness, passivity,
dependence and
submission. This is an
accu Iturated division, a
socially determined and
strict division of
characteristics which
are sometimes virtues,
but which are only
thought to be legitimate
if practiced by one sex
or the other. They are
seen as opposite
extremes. Jon
Snodgrass, Assistant
Professor in the
Department of
Sociology at California
State University writes
that men, in learning to
inhibit assigned
"feminine" qualities, can
flee in such a frenzy
from them that they

\,

GayToday editor Jack Nichols,
pictured here at age 6, confronts

gender issues in a kilt
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experience a mad kind
of logic in which
stoicism is strength,
aggression is assertion,
victimization is vigor,
feeling is fear, touching
is terror, and caring is
cowardice.

The transition from home conditioning to socialization that
continues beyond the family goes on in schools where
education and competitive sports assist the process. Boys are
introduced to the world of "manly" affairs which prepares them
to be decision-makers, competitors and achievers. Then, for
some, there is military training to complete masculinist
conditioning: The Army Will Make a Man Out of You.

After this masculinist training, what are some of the ways men
react? They make strike quickly, punching out. They avoid
being expressive or showing affect. They emphasize power
through posture and make appearances to suggest that they're
tough, hard, unbending, dominant, eagerly competitive,
controlling, on top.

Men's Liberationists are now aware of the insidious aspects of
the male role as it is known and taught. In modern industrial
societies, it has been carried beyond the image of the
blustering, stereotypical brawler. Where physical muscularism
isn't any longer necessary to social survival, traditional
masculinists have re-emerged on new levels, proving their
masculinist identity through intellectual posturing and combat,
technological dominance and control and narrowly empirical
definitions of reality that reduce experience to measurements
and statistics.

In fact, I would go so far as to say that the flight by traditional
males from virtues and capabilities associated with women:
virtues and capabilities which rightfully belong to either sex,
have made the male role as practiced lethal. It makes men who
are poor at self-disclosure, who lack insight and empathy, and
are incompetent lovers. It creates dispirited males.

The time has come for men to recognize in themselves the
existence of the androgynous being so that they can wield the
strengths and spirited capabilities of both genders.

When a young man
must deny whatever

his psyche has
absorbed from the

other sex, he lives his
life disowning a major

part of what he actually
is. This disowning

means that he doesn't
enjoy the possibility of
self-recognition which

might uncover what he
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Because he was able to project 'the
boy next door' in his own many-
faceted face, the late Logan Carter,
a remarkable gender revolutionary,
has been recalled to life in James
T. Sears' new history of the GLBT
South, Rebels, Rubyfruit and
Rhinestones. This new book,
published by Rutger's University
Press, evokes the 1970s. It has
been named 'a classic' by
playwright Edward Albee and
hailed by Rita Mae Brown who
said: "Just name the place and we
were there." Brown credits Dr.
Sears with 'a sharp perspective'
and calls Rebels Rubyfruit and
Rhinestones 'a good read.'
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fears is feminine.
Therefore, he puts up a
rigid front and becomes

an emotional zombie.
Psychological and

physiological tensions
and pressures mount

inside him.

The men's liberation
movement comes into
play partly to give him
peer group assurance
so that he can brave
social scorn without

anxiety, and get in
touch with the self he

has repressed: a wider
self than he has

previously known, or
admitted to. Men's

liberationists gather to
assist men in realizing

-the unnecessary binds
into which their role

has put them, and to
suggest different

options.

I should say a few words about the men's liberation movement
and give my view of what it is about. It is newly evolving. It is
without formal leadership, but has contributors who work
cooperatively in non-hierarchal groups. This last month saw
such groups celebrating at State College, Pennsylvania, a
second national conference with participants (male and female)
arriving from many states. The conference theme was Men
Supporting Men.

Some men have come into the men's movement through their
feminist identifications. Most others have come for a variety of
reasons: personal, ideological, therapeutic. I do not believe that
it is good strategy for the men's movement to piggy back the
women's movement. Men must sense their own interests at
stake in this movement: both personal and social. But this
doesn't mean that we in the men's movement would let the
feminist analysis go unnoticed, or unappreciated. The men's
movement-as part of a broader human development-has been
developing strong commitments to equality between the two
sexes.

I'd like to emphasize that the men's movement speaks beyond
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sexual behavior as a singular focus of liberation. It points to
ways in which sex-role programming in the male has led not
only to sexual rigidity but to a monumental brutalization of life
which males are conditioned to inflict and experience. The
men's movement is showing how cultural demands for
masculinist deportment are hangovers from a previous age,
and that they are near the core-if not actually at the core-of the
conditioned male's agonies, both personal and social.

While the men's movement is set to help accomplish the
realization of a peaceful, spirited culture, it is not an end in
itself. It is part of an overall process toward human liberation,
one major vehicle among others for the transformation of
commonly held values which are no longer life-affirming.

The conditioned male's personal agonies spread outward from
himself to the social arena. Anyone who sees masculinist
training as a prime source of social conditioning can
understand that its exposure as a hotbed of negative values
will bring about social change. At the same time, men who
have been blocked by such values will supplant them and
develop a new awareness,' becoming sensitive to behavior that
nurtures rather than imposes. Those who are shedding their
old male roles and responses are creating perspectives better
suited to survival. Therefore, they are not afraid to go straight
to the center of the holy of holies, to tread without fear on
sacrosanct territory, to inspect, question and doubt the concept
of masculinity that currently reigns, showing that it is a crippling
disease.

Personalized masculinist responses, full
of false bravado, are greatly responsible
for rising crime, senseless violence and
frustration. These spew from simplistic
interpretations of masculinity and become
magnified even to the point of giving
unquestioning sanction to governmental
atrocities.

The men's movement promises to work
tirelessly to change inculcated values that
are threatening people on every level.
There is, in the men's movement, an
appeal to anyone who sees common
sense in restoring to men the natural
balances they renounce by reason of their
conditioning, their unquestioning,
undiscerning assignment to women of the
best loved virtues of humanity:
tenderness, empathy, loving kindness,
receptivity, sugar and spice and
everything nice.
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The man clinging to an orthodox sex role is using only half his
potential and is, in fact, a half wit. His fear of being thought like
a woman-a sissy-has led him to reject her virtues for himself.
He thinks them unfitting. He does not realize that there are no
masculine and there are no feminine virtues. Capabilities of
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mind like nurturance, for example, belong as well to both
sexes. Cultural conditioning has robbed men of such
capabilities: their birthright.

This conditioning is damaging everything and everybody and
great benefits will follow its passing. Men are in bondage. The
"oppressor" is also the oppressed, carrying about with him a
weight of chains he would unconsciously and clumsily fasten
on others. Because the chains are invisible, he doesn't realize
he's carrying them and the weight is falling on him too. He
staggers, totters, and dies early. Death rates for males are
nearly twice as high as they are for women across all age
groups.

Politically conscious people in the men's movement will keep
its members aware of its political dimensions. Dr. Joseph H.
Pleck, author and co-editor of Men and Masculinity (published
by Prentice Hall) says:

"It is becoming clear to me that we can only go so far in
analyzing the male role and the problems we have as men
in isolation from the larger society. We can study the male
role forever, but its contradictions simply do not make
sense until we start to examine the functions it serves in
tying males to a society which does not meet their real
needs and which is organized for quite different
purposes. " <

On the social level the masculinist role gives many men a false
sense of power and privilege, reconciling them to subordination
in society through psychological payoffs they receive as
protectors, breadwinners and dominant figures in their homes:
assuring them of their masculinity.

In my book, Men's Liberation: A New Definition of
Masculinity, published in 1975 by Penguin Books and also
recently translated and published in West Germany, I made an
examination of those fundamental masculinist values of which
the men's movement implies criticism. I clarify new role options
for men and speak of their benefits. I hope that my book will
help move men beyond negative criticism of the male role,
imbuing the movement with a positive spirit, the converse of
concentration on mere drawbacks.

Fundamental to my approach is my assurance that men are not
innately violent, competitive or domineering, and that men
have, in fact, tendencies to mutual aid and cooperation,
tendencies which I believe have played a more significant role
in social life than has been realized and which are being
blocked today by sex-role conditioning and institutional
interference.

I am persuaded that the men's movement will enjoy invincible
support as it grows. It is, for want of a better word, a kind of
spiritual movement. It is a secular vehicle for values which
have religious sanction: gentleness, tenderness, sensitivity,
empathy, calm, non-violence. Its opponents must range
themselves against these values as positive developments for
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men.

Thank you for coming with me to this window and taking a look.
If anyone of you is interested in doing more than this, I'm alive
so that I can help and cooperate with you.

nude. ripped. extraordinary.
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